ABSTRACT. This paper investigates smoothness properties of probability measures on lattices which imply egularit.v, and then considers weaker versions of regularity; in particular, weakly regular, vaguely regular, and slightly regular. They are derived from commonly used outer meabures, and we analyze them mainly for the case of I() or for those elements of I() with added smoothness conditions.
1. INTRODUCTION Let X be an arbitrary set and a lattice of subsets of X. A((2) denotes the algebra generated by and I() those non-trivial zero-one valued finitely additive measures on A(). L,() denotes those elements of I() that are a-smooth on ; while I() denotes those elements of I() that are -regular. To each # G I() we will associate a finitely subadditive outer measure #' on P(X), and to # G I,() is associated an outer measure #". The relationships between #' and #" on and ' (the complementary lattice) are investigated. We show, e.g., tz' #" on ' if and only if # G J(): those # G I() such that for L, . L L, L,,,L G , #(L) inf # (L,) . Conditions for #' #" or # tz" on are also investigated. This leads to a consideration of weak notions of regularity, two of which can be expressed in terms of #' and #". In this respect the normal lattices are particularly important since for such lattices regularity of tt coincides with weak regularity.
We also show that if la J() and if is complement generated then # is weakly regular.
Combining these results gives conditions for certain measures to be regular. We also give a complete characterization of those # G I() which are slightly regular (see beloxv for definitions). We adhere to standard lattice and measure terminology which will be used 2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS Let X 1)(, an al),,tt, (-t ,,(,t (2.6) DEFINITIONS: (2.9) REMARKS: Listed below are a few basic important facts that will be used throughout the paper (see [2, 3, 6] for further details and related matters).
1-If # M(), then there exists u Mtt() such that tt _< u(: (3.1) DEFINITIONS: Let # M() such that # > 0 and let E be a subset of X. 
3-Let # E/(C). If #(Lk)= 1, all k, Lk E :, then/"( Lt) 1. k=l 4-Suppose v is a finitely-subadditive, regular outer measure defined on P(X), the set of all subsets of X. Then E E $ if and only if u(X) t,(E) + u(E').
5-If # E J(C) and Z: is ti, then # # (C).
PROOF: We will just prove 2 and 5. 
).
B,t t'" < I,(). iml)lymg t"(X) < t(L) + t(L') l,(X). This contradicts (a).
Hcn('c I P"(); aud i" p' everyvhere clearly.
Ths p" p'(). Thcr,'fore I' I'" P' ).
(c) Clearly i" p'(') aud, 1)y definition, p '('). Therefore p" p p'('). 
PROOF: Since it I(), #' is regular and therefore, by (3.3.4) , to show E $,, it is enough to show that #'(X) #'(E) + #'(E'). The proof now follows directly. " is a non-triviM regular outer-measure. So E S.,, if and only if ,"(X) ."(E) + ,"(E'), and the proof follows.
if and only if PROOF: 1 , all n, which implies L, $,,, Cl E. It follows that ElL. L E ,S.,, Cl E, but # is countably additive on ,5'#,.
Hence #" (L) lirn#"(L,) 1 . Thus ,(L) since L e S,,, E, a contradiction.
since p (L) tt"(L) and p" < p(:'). Hence L E Sv" (3 Thus, by (3.6) PROOF:
1. Suppose It I,,(.) and It' #"(:'), but It J(:). Then there exists L,L,.,
Therefore It J(t:). PROOF:
Als, t ! ,(/2) inqdie,,, u I('), which implies r,' _< p'() and u' <_ p'(').
, (L u(L) (a) is countably compact (3.9), (b) e J(C) and C is (3.3.4) , (c) is normM and complement generated, (d) is -normM.
(4.5) THEOREM: Suppose Z is complement generated. 
So, u('), which implies p u since (X)= u(X). Therefore G MR( e Is().
